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ABSTRACT 

With the advent of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) there is huge amount of genome-transcriptome sequence data available in 
public domain from all most all the kingdom of life such as microbe, plant and animal. To make any meaning from this data, we need 
to analyse these sequences for the presence of the genes and other regulatory elements in these sequences. All most all the NGS 
project produces enormous amount of raw data and there is big gap between amount of data generated and computational experts 
to make meaning from these data. Considering the above problem this study is performed to make an intensive survey of tools and 
techniques used for the analysis of genomes. Eukaryotic genomes are more complex as compared to prokaryotic so require different 
set of tools. Most of the available tools are specific to specific genome types, such as small genomes require different set of tools to 
assemble it as compared to bigger genomes. Gene prediction tool use different features such as start site, stop site, intron-exon 
signatures etc. to predict genes on DNA sequence. Gene prediction tools such as MAKER, FgeneSH etc. also depends on the genome 
types and related available resources. There are still many open questions to be invertigated in the field of NGS data analysis.  
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INTRODUCTION 

igh throughput genome and transcriptome 
sequencing of organisms produce lot of sequence 
data. To make meaning from this data one needs 

to analyze this data in detail and it needs human 

expertise to gandle such data.  The analysis of genome 
data requires several steps (Figure 1). 

Major steps of NGS data analysis can be broadly classify 
into following four groups: 

 

 

Figure 1: Cartoon representation of major steps of a typical NGS data analysis. Starting from pre-processing of raw reads 
before assembly followed by genome annotation and downstream analysis. 
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Pre-Assembly Steps  

This step is also known as pre-processing of raw data for 
its quality and authenticity. Firstly, raw reads need to be 
processed by filtering low quality reads based on Phred 
score. Minimum average phred score of 20 is essential for 
a read to qualify for further analysis. The filtering of low 

qaulity reads depends on quality of the sequencing data 
(phred score), overall GC content and abundance of 
repeats or duplicated reads. There are many open source 
tools and softwares available for the pre-processing of 
data (Table 1).  

Table 1: List of commonly used softwares for the pre-processing of NGS raw data. 

S. No. Tool/Software Year Link 

1 NGS short(2.1) 2014 http://research.bioinformatics.udel.edu/genomics/ngsShoRT/ 

2 NGS QC toolkit (2.3.2) 2012 http://www.nipgr.res.in/ngsqctoolkit.html 

3 Fastx toolkit(0.0.13.2) 2010 http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/ 

4 Seqtrim  http://www.shigatox.net/stec/cgi-bin/seqtrim 

5 Cutadapt 2017 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cutadapt 

6 Btrim 2011 https://omictools.com/btrim-tool 

7 Solexaqa (v.2.2) 2011 http://solexaqa.sourceforge.net/ 

8 Sickle 2011 https://omictools.com/sickle-tool 

9 Scythe 2011 https://omictools.com/scythe-tool 

10 Trimmomatic (v.0.32) 2014 http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic 

 

Genome Assembly (DE NOVO OR Reference Based)  

Atere filtering raw reads the good quality reads are 
assembled in draft or complete genome. Draft is 
incomplete genome where as complete genomes are very 
less number. The performance of tools used for genome 
assembly differes a lot on the basis of speed, scalability 
and quality1-3. There are thousands of tools and softwares 

freely available for genome assembly but it is knowledge 
and experience of user to select best suited software. 
Here, we have provided a short list of available softwares 
that are commonly used for genome assembly of 
different types of genomes such as small, medium or 
large genomes (Table 2).   

Table 2: List of freely available and commonly used genome assemly softwares along with their URL and brief description. 

S. No. Tool/Software Link Description 

1 Ray 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/de

novoassembler/ 
De novo genome assembler 

2 SSAKE 
http://www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioin

fo/software/ssake 

De novo genome assembly 

With short reads 

3 ABySS 
http://www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioin

fo/software/abyss 

De novo genome assembly 

With short PE-reads 

4 DISCOVER de novo 
https://software.broadinstitute.org/

software/discovar/blog/ 
A large and small genome assembler 

5 SOAPDENOVO 
https://github.com/aquaskyline/SOA

Pdenovo2 
Short read de novo assembler 

6 HGAP 
https://github.com/ben-lerch/HGAP-

3.0 
High quality microbial genome 

assembler 

7 VirusTap 
https://gph.niid.go.jp/cgi-

bin/virustap/index.cgi 
Virus genome-targeted assembly 

pipeline 

8 ALLPATHS-LG 
ftp://ftp.broadinstitute.org/pub/crd/

ALLPATHS/Release-LG/ 
Assembles whle genome shortgun 

sequence 

9 Velvet 
http://www.molecularevolution.org/

software/genomics/velvet 
De novo genome assemble for small 

genome 

10 MaSuRCA 
http://www.genome.umd.edu/masu

rca.html 
Allows assembly of variable length 

reads 
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Annotation of Assembled Genomes  

After assembly and selection of best assembly from the 
filtered reads, one needs to find genes present in the 
genome. The process of finding genes and its functions in 
the genome is known as genome annotations. Genome 
annotation can be broadly grouped in two categories viz., 
structural annotation and functional annotation. Under 
structural annotation we look for ORF and its location, 

gene structure, coding region and its regulatory motifs. In 
second category i.e., function annotation assigning of 
biochemical functions, biological functions, regulation of 
interactions and expression profiles are taken care. For 
genome annotation also there are hundreds of softwares 
and pipelines. A brief list of softwares and pipeline is 
provided in tabular form (Table 3). 

Table 3: List of genome annotation tools and pipelines, their link and description. 

S. No. Tools/Pipeline Link Description 

1 
Genome sequence 
annotation server 

https://www.gensas.org/ 
A pipeline for structural and 

functional annotation 

2 GATU https://virology.uvic.ca/virology-ca-tools/gatu/ 
Genome annotation transfer 

utility 

3 
Annotation of 

microbial genome 
sequence 

https://omictools.com/annotation-of-microbial-
genome-sequences-tool 

Microbial genome annotation 

4 PANTHER http://www.pantherdb.org/ 
Protein ANalysis Through 
Evolutionary Relationship 

5 Genomation https://github.com/BIMSBbioinfo/genomation 
A R  package for analysis and 

visualization of genome data set 

6 MAKER http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/maker.html A genome annotation pipeline 

7 AUGUSTUS http://augustus.gobics.de/ 
Online server for gene 

annotation 

8 OncoCis http://149.171.80.192/OncoCis/ 
An annotaion tool for cis-

regulatory element in cancer 

9 LookSeq http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/lookseq 
Annotation tool for structural 

and sequential variation 

10 PlantReactome http://plantreactome.gramene.org/ 
Provides pathway information 

to support genome annotations 

 

DOWNSTREAM ANALYSIS    

Based on the question being investigated in the particular 
genome project downstream analysis is performed such 
as expression of genes related to secondary metabolites4. 
Comparison of homologous genes across the genomes to 
get an understanding of evolution of genes can be 
performed at genome level. Genome wide identification 
of some peculiar phenomenon in genes and proteins such 
as prediction of 3D-domain swapping in human genome5. 

Detail Description of Above Mentioned Steps 

Important technologies which in use nowadays are 
Illumina (www.illumina.com), 454 Life Sciences 
(http://www.454.com/), Helicos Biosciences 
(http://seqll.com/) etc.   Most of the present technologies 
have limitation of short read lengths, inability to generate 
paired-end sequences. Other major issue with plants is 
polyploidy of genomes, and sometimes very huge 
genomes. Majority of the genome projects are unique in 
them as the data structures, genome size, base-
composition, repeat content and polymorphism level. 

 

 

Pre-Processing and Assembly of Genomic Data 

The raw data coming from high throughput sequencer 
machines needs to be processed and checked for quality 
before used in assembly and other analysis. One of the 
most commonly used programe tools for quality checks 
and processing of reads is Fastx-Tools6 and FastQC7. Fast 
QC provides quality score for each residue of each read. 
On the basis of pred score the read positions with low 
quality could be trimmed and or filtered. Next, the 
filtered and processed reads are taken for genome or 
transcriptome assembly. 

There are hundreds of genome assembly and annotation 
software available such as SOAPDENOVO, Velvet etc8, 9. 
Draft genome assembly is an iterative process with 
several rounds of assembly, evaluation and parameter 
tweaking. Initial step of assembly is contig building, and 
after that to combine the contigs in scaffolds long-insert 
(mate-pair) libraries are used. Genome annotations are 
influenced by the available gene, ESTs data of that or 
related organism.  

Correctness and accuracy of the genome assemblies are 
determined by several parameters such as genome 
coverage i.e., percentage of genome assemble covered in 

http://www.illumina.com/
http://www.454.com/
http://seqll.com/
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the assembly is one of the basic parameter. Genome size 
estimation can be done by two methods viz., C-value and 
K-mer frequency. Contig N50, scaffold N50, percentage 
GC content, size of the scaffolds and gap percentages are 
other parameter to evaluate genome assembly.  

N50 is a parameter which tells about the average length 
of the scaffolds. It is defined as length of contig or 
scaffold which covers 50% of the assembled genome by 
adding together all the contigs/scaffold larger than or 
equal to it, when they are arranged in ascending or 
descending order. N50 should not be used to validate the 
assembly it indicate merely contiguity and contains no 
information on assembly accuracy. Mapping of the 
paired-end or mate-pair data could be used to detect 
errors in the assembly. REAPR, SAMTools, amosvalidate 
pipeline are few of the tools which could be used for 
mapping of the reads to reference genome10, 11, 12. Lower 
coverage regions or mis-orientaion of reads suggests mis-
assemblies on the other hand aberrant insert sizes 
indicate small insertions or deletions. By considering all 
the above parameters best assembly could be selected. 

Genome Annotation 

Genome annotation is next, which technically involves 
finding the genes in whole genome sequences and 
assigning function with biologically relevant information 
that could be from Gene Ontology (GO) terms, or KEGG 
pathways13, 14. Genome annotations also include 
prediction of other functional elements such as regulatory 
regions. 

In case of non model organisms or de novo genomes, 
annotation is often confined to protein-coding sequences 
(CDS) or transcripts, which could be achieved by several 
tools such as MAKER-pipeline, AGUSTUS  etc15, 16.  A near 
complete genome annotation constitutes a considerable 
effort and requires expertise in bio informatics. Masking 
of repetitive sequences including low-complexity regions 
and transposable elements is very essential step before 
genome annotation.  Repeat masking can be achieved by 
RepeatMasker17. 

Accuracy of gene prediction is key to functional 
annotation of genes. A typical gene of eukaryoyes and 
prokaryotes have peculiar features which differentiate 
each other such as introns, exons etc (Figure 2). Most of 
the gene prediction methods searches typical gene 
features such as start and stop sites, exone-intron 
boundaries to predcit gene on a DNA sequence. The field 
of gene prediction is an active and important research 
field in bioinformatics. With the pouring of enormous 
genomic data in public domain, there is an urgent need 
for computational tools and approaches that could help in 
identification of accurate gene location, structure and 
function. Small genomes, mostly of prokaryotic organism 
like bacteria, ranges from 0.5 to 10 Mbp (Million base 
pairs), have high gene density with less than 10% non 
coding sequences. Prokaryotic genes are without introns 
with several unique patterns. Intron less genes are unique 
feature of small genomes. A regulatory region such as 
ribosomal binding site helps in locating genes.  

 

Figure 2: A typical A) Prokaryotic and B) Eukaryotic gene with its prominent features used in genome annotation. 

It is more complicated to predict gene in eukaryotes, 
because of complex genomes, than in prokaryotes. 
Eukaryotic genomes are bigger in size ranging from 10 
Mbp to 670 Gbp, with low gene density. There is high 
percentage of repeat sequences in eukaryotes and the 
gene is composed of intron and exons. Exons are coding 
region whereas introns are non-coding region. The 
primary objective in gene prediction is the identification 
of exons, introns and functional sites. There are several 

features such as nucleotide composition, codon bias, and 
ploy A site signal, used for gene prediction to separate 
coding and non-coding regions. 

Downstream Analysis 

Once complete proteome of a genome is annotated many 
downstream analysis could be performed such as finding 
pathways of important metabolism, comparative analysis 
across genomes. Knowledge of metabolic pathways, 
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genes involved and their arrangement in the genome 
have great implication in genetic engineering of these 
pathways for the improvement of quality and quantity of 
the end products. Comparative analysis of these genes 
across genomes will shed light on the conservation of 
pathways and genes in particular organism as compared 
to others.  

DNA polymorphism is other aspect wich could be studied 
in detail with the knowledge of genome and proteome.  
Polymorphism in plant genomes such as SNP, SSRs could 
be identified from the genomic data and their effect could 
be studied in great detail for the improvement of quality 
and quantity of the product of plant/crop.  

CONCLUSION  

Analysis of genomic data requires some exceptional 
compuational biology skills and expreinece. There are 
thousands of tools and web-servers freely abvailable to 
public domain, but it needs a through knowledge for the 
better selection of the set of tools for a prticular genome 
project.  In general a genome project generates huge 
amount of data, which needs to be examined carefully to 
extract some meaning full result and conclusions.  

Genomic or NGS data analysis is basically categorised into 
four major classes viz.,  pre-processing of raw data, 
assembling of the good quality data in form a bigger 
sequences (Scaffolds), Annotation of assembled genomes 
and down stream analysis. During first step i.e., pre-
processing step, raw reads has to be filtered on the basis 
of phred scores. The low quality reads are discarded and 
reads with phred score more than 20 are used for further 
steps. Next step of NGS data analysis in most of the cases 
is assembly of these good quality reads. Finding genes on 
the assembled sequences is known as genome annotation 
and is the third major step of analysis. Accuracy of 
genome annotation depends on the availability of good 
gene models and ESTS related to the organism. It is still a 
daunting task to predict exact exon boundires, which is a 
open problem in the field of genome annotation. 
Identifying and locating short exons is another challenge 
in task in genome annotation as discriminating 
characteristic features of such exons are not easy in small 
sequences. Problem magnifies to other level in cases 
where the coding exon is a multiple of three as missing of 
such exon would not have any effect on the genome or 
gene assembly.  Alternative splicing of genes also pose 
severe problem to genome annotation as it may give rise 
to genes with more than one possible exon assembly. 
Although some programs like GENESCAN has dealt the 
issue by identifying sub-optimal exons, the problem 
remains to be researched. It is need of the hour to devise 
a comprehensive criterion for assessing the quality of 
gene prediction programmes. 

Furthermore, downstream analysis is based on the 
question posed in the project and related problems in the 
concerned field. In this review, we have discussed major 
steps and issues of NGS data analysis briefly and 

challenges of gene prediction in the genomic data in 
deatil. 
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